HAAN MAY INCITE ANTI-JAPANESE FEELINGS AMONG THE AMERICAN POPULATION

It was an invitation to a headline contender of the current era, and a call to action. It was a statement that could set the stage for anti-Japanese sentiment. It was a call to arms, a call to unite. It was a call to action.

But what if we take a step back and consider the implications of such a call? What if we consider the consequences of inciting anti-Japanese feelings among the American population?

There are several reasons why this could be a dangerous move. First, it could lead to a rise in anti-Japanese sentiment, which could have serious implications for the Japanese community in America. It could lead to acts of violence and discrimination against Japanese Americans.

Second, it could undermine our efforts to maintain a strong and united front in the face of a common enemy. It could lead to divisiveness and factionalism, which could weaken our collective strength.

Third, it could alienate potential allies and partners. It could damage our reputation and credibility in the eyes of the international community.

Therefore, we must be cautious in our words and actions. We must strive to maintain a calm and rational approach to the current situation. We must work with our allies and partners to find a peaceful solution to this crisis.

In conclusion, inciting anti-Japanese feelings among the American population could be a dangerous move. It could lead to serious consequences, including acts of violence and discrimination, a rise in divisiveness and factionalism, and damage to our reputation and credibility.

We must be cautious in our words and actions. We must strive to maintain a calm and rational approach to the current situation. We must work with our allies and partners to find a peaceful solution to this crisis.

JAPANESE WHO LEAVE TO BE ALL SEARCHED

During the early days of the war, the government of Japan was concerned about the loyalty of its citizens. It was feared that some Japanese might try to use their positions of influence to incite anti-American sentiment, or to undermine the war effort.

In response to these concerns, the government began searching out and tracking down Japanese who had left the country to live in the United States.

These searches were conducted by the U.S. government, who were concerned about the potential for espionage or sabotage by Japanese citizens living in the United States.

The searches were conducted in a variety of ways, including by contacting Japanese consulates and embassies, by contacting Japanese businesses and organizations, and by contacting individual Japanese citizens.

The searches were conducted in a variety of locations, including in cities and towns throughout the United States, as well as in Japanese schools and universities.

These searches were a significant part of the war effort, and played a key role in ensuring the safety and security of the United States during this time of conflict.

WAVE G. BIRKLEY, ACTIVE CONTESTANT, ENDED HIS DAYS IN HONOLULU

W. BIRKLEY, active contestant in many recent events, was found dead in his home at 3:30 yesterday afternoon.

It was an investigation by the Honolulu police, who were called to the scene of the crime by a neighbor. The police found Birkley's body in a room on the second floor of his home.

The cause of death was not immediately known, but the police were checking possible foul play.

Birkley was a well-known figure in the Honolulu area, having won numerous events in recent years.

He was a popular figure in the community, and his death is a great loss to his friends and family.

WAINAKU

The Wainaku police were called to the scene of the crime by a neighbor. The police found Birkley's body in a room on the second floor of his home.

The cause of death was not immediately known, but the police were checking possible foul play.

Birkley was a well-known figure in the Honolulu area, having won numerous events in recent years.

He was a popular figure in the community, and his death is a great loss to his friends and family.

LEGISLATION WILL RECESS TOMORROW

It was announced last night that the House of Representatives would recess tomorrow at 11:00 a.m.

The decision was made to allow members of Congress to return home for the November 13 election.

The recess is expected to last until December 1.

The House will reconvene on December 16 for the remainder of the session.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct. 31—The House of Representatives recessed last night for the November 13 election.

The decision was made to allow members of Congress to return home for the November 13 election.

The recess is expected to last until December 1.

The House will reconvene on December 16 for the remainder of the session.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct. 31—The House of Representatives recessed last night for the November 13 election.

The decision was made to allow members of Congress to return home for the November 13 election.

The recess is expected to last until December 1.

The House will reconvene on December 16 for the remainder of the session.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct. 31—The House of Representatives recessed last night for the November 13 election.

The decision was made to allow members of Congress to return home for the November 13 election.

The recess is expected to last until December 1.

The House will reconvene on December 16 for the remainder of the session.
CHAPTER XXXII

As it happened, Ann just happened to be the one chosen as the three met at the airport, while they staggered back at Rome. Their faces plainly showed their surprise at finding her there.

Then, she asked, "What's the matter? What's the whole situation all about?"

Ann seemed rather taken aback. "I don't know," she answered, "but I'm here now, aren't I?"

That was all the business about that, so the three parted, Ann calling out to them over their heads, "Good night!"

And coffee, and during the after­

**THE HOUSE OF HAZARDS**

*by Mae Arthur*

**SPOKES**

CAPTIVE IN THE CAUCUS

Looking at this press is Miss Alice Babcock, who has written "Miss Babcock of National Security Council, has a general to the press on the Philippine situation, after she took a tour of duty with USN and Marine commanders in the Far East."

**ATTACK AT THE AIRPORT**

This Way Out

Refugees Flee City Under 'Protection'
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$2,000,000 Loss of Vital Rubber Stores

From a prominent view of the city, the scene of the fire can be seen. The fire, which started in a rubber warehouse, quickly spread to the adjacent buildings. The flames destroyed a large warehouse containing $2,000,000 worth of rubber. The fire has caused great concern among the rubber industry. Fire fighters from across the country have arrived to help combat the fire.

**PROPAGANDISTS!**

George Schuyler, a leading African American writer, in conversation with the reporter of a rival propaganda is speaking on the issue of segregation. "We must not allow segregation to divide our communities," he said. "It is time we stood together and fought against this evil."

**'ON THE ALERT' IN SEABOARD DEFENSE**

The smaller vessels of the anti-submarine fleet were scattered along the coast, while the larger ships were stationed further out in the ocean. Every effort was made to detect any submarines that might be present. The USN was prepared for a surprise attack from any direction.
ON HALLOWE'EN

Today is Halloween and many communities, organizations, etc., will go for rollicking fun to masquerade parties, evedance balls, etc. School children will have Halloween posters, make papier-mache jack-o-lanterns, rustling corn cobs, paper witches and cats are manufactured for party decorations. Markets are supplied by papayas. Kin jack-o-lanterns, rustling corn, paper witches and cats are manufactured for party decorations.

Chemical Engineers Study New Explosives

NEW YORK, Sept. 9 (UP)—Chemical engineers report from New Mexico that work at learning how to make explosives is being done rapidly in the Southwest.

Wome engineers from large arsenals are working in laboratories of some of the nation’s leading colleges and universities and are busy making some of the most powerful new dynamites now known.

At Palace Saturday

9:15—11:00

10:15—12:00

11:15—1:00

2:15—4:00

3:15—5:00

THE LITTLE STARS OF THE MURES, PRODUCED BY THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS, WILL SHOW AT THE YOUNG AMERICA THEATER SATURDAY NIGHT.

TOMMY TRAYNOR WILL BE THE STAR OF THE CIRCUS RAYS. WILLIAM MARSHALL WILL BE THE MODERN HAWAIIAN. THE MAIN TUNNEL, A MILLION MILES LONG.

HAL FORREST

WE’RE IN BLOOM, BUT I DON’T LIKE IT... BECAUSE FOR THE LIFE OF ME I CAN’T BELIEVE WE’RE ALIVE!

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

LUCY MARTIN IS AT YOUR SERVICE. SHE'S HERE TO HELP YOU MAKE YOUR SHOP RICH AND PROSPEROUS.

MANUFACTURING PATRICIAN DISTILLERS

THE U. S. R. I. y industry itself is a critical sector of the manufacx turer. From 20,000 to 500,000 barrels of Government-owned surplus corn, the distillers will convert 600,000,000 gallons of ethyl alcohol within the next two years.

The U. S. needs this alcohol to make jet engine gas and oil (450,000,000 gallons of ethyl alcohol to be converted into gasoline and aviation oil), and to put up 10,000,000 lb. of smokeless powder. Most of the smokeless powders are used for the Navy and the Army. The Navy has enough powder to supply the Navy indefinitely, but the Army is running short. It needs 200,000,000 lb. of smokeless powder.

Manufacuring is divided into 6 sections: 1) Alcohol is made from corn and other grains, 2) Aromatics are made from petroleum oils, 3) Acids are made from petrochemicals, 4) Lubricants are made from refined coal tar, 5) Alcohols are made from wood, 6) Nitroglycerine is made from coal tar.


TOMMIES AVOID GIRLS IN KHAKI

LONDON (UP)—Complains that their uniform is a hindrance to romance and nurses soldiers away are made by some of the auxiliary territorial service in a big Northern command training center.

"Soldiers seem to think that the A. T. S. is rather the old maid but why or else that to be seen off duty and on duty. This movement for the current week, however, was distinctly less than for the preceding week. Of the 28 localities that are regularly visited 16 opened up, more than 11,000 millimeters, and 17 remained unchanged.

Western Thriller

At Palace Saturday

“OUTLAW OF THE PAMPAS” brings a fast-ding ding-dong-guitar theme of the old Charles Starrett series, will be shown at the Palace Theatre. Franco Zeffirelli performs the Western story of a half-breed in the Old West. The scene pictures will be supplemented by a number of stills.

The screen program will also include: "Singing in Savannah" starring Dorothy DeMuro, a color, an American cowboy film, "The Last Trail" starring Roy Bolt, a chapter of the old "Sky King" series by Whip Wilson, and the new "THE CRIMSON DUST" starring Forrest Tucker, "Redemption" starring Jeff Donnell and Dan O’Herlihy.

The December show will open on December 1st, and the movies every Saturday are $0.10.
Charles Neil Retains Class A Singles Badminton Title

Mainichi Sporlial
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NOW it's Johnny Ledesma, 1940 Oahu AAI lightwight champion, who announced that he will turn to the pros. Johnny Ledesma has been training for quite some time now and is reported to be in fine shape for a professional debut. He will be handled by Stan Ichinose.

Being the best of friends Johnny Ledesma and Frank Yip, these two lightweight champions have been bea­
ing in the Oahu amateur ranks alternatively for the past few years. Each year one of the two has had the little with the exception of the time Paul Matsumoto got the nod over Ledesma in the 1940 Territorial AAI championship.

Johnny Ledesma is a colorful and capable fighter who should make quite a name in the pros as he did in the ama­
tour ring. In selecting Stan Ichinose as his manager he will have no question as to the proper handling.

High school football teams in the Oahu Interscholastic league played last night before good crowds.

Teaching in the Oahu Interscholastic league.

Santas in the lead.

RAms Purchase Delaware, Win over the Warriors

mes the Nuuanu Red Raiders will beat the Mehameha Warriors in what should do just as good in the program as he did in the ama­
tour ring. In selecting Stan Ichinose as his manager he will have no question as to the proper handling.

High school football teams in the Oahu Interscholastic league played last night before good crowds.

Teaching in the Oahu Interscholastic league.

Santas in the lead.

RAms Purchase Delaware, Win over the Warriors

The following box scores were in the papers this morning:

"THREE SUES" TROUBLES:
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思切った増税

水銀柱は九十度

三菱ブレードが

ナノバンクです

Better BAKING MEANS BETTER FLAVOR

今後は一層のスタープレードが御

利用下さいませ

味寿美富豊養滋
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分蘭軍・パテ子占領

ムルマンスク線切断

独軍ツーラ政略の態勢

北露戰線雪中に進展

現戦局

赤軍戦用機密

完全に撃滅された

日米の危機切迫

使用権の交涉

信頼状

三島米安定

英仏の關に突込み

米米石油

ポリピ亞鐵道

ボリピ亞鐵道・油田開発

赤軍三月九日

完敗教訓

亞国遂に対米依存を一擲

毎日新聞